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Events Leading To World War I 2004-01-01
an overview of the causes of world war i

World War I 2017-11-13
a lively engaging history of the great war written for a new generation of readers in recent years
scholarship on world war i has turned from a fairly narrow focus on military tactics weaponry and
diplomacy to incorporate considerations of empire globalism and social and cultural history this
concise history of the first modern global war helps to further broaden the focus typically provided
in world war i surveys by challenging popular myths and stereotypes to provide a new engaging
account of the great war the conventional world war i narrative that has evolved over the past
century is that of an inevitable but useless war where men were needlessly slaughtered due to poor
decisions by hidebound officers this characterization developed out of a narrow focus on the western
front promulgated mainly by british historians in this book professor proctor provides a broader
more multifaceted historical narrative including perspectives from other fronts and spheres of
interest and a wider range of participants she also draws on recent scholarship to consider the
gendered aspect of war and the ways in which social class religion and cultural factors shaped
experiences and memories of the war structured chronologically to help convey a sense of how the
conflict evolved each chapter considers a key interpretive question encouraging readers to examine
the extent to which the war was total modern and global challenges outdated stereotypes created
through a focus on the western front considers the war in light of recent scholarship on empire
global history gender and culture explores ways in which the war and the terms of peace shaped the
course of the 20th century world war i a short history is sure to become required reading in
undergraduate survey courses on wwi as well as courses in military history the 20th century world
or the era of the world wars

World War I 1962
describes first hand accounts of world war i from those who lived through it provided by publisher

Voices of World War I 2010-07
examines the origins of world war i as well asdiscussing the creation of the western front and
several of the larger battles in which so many soldiers lost their lives in trench warfare

World War I 2001
pulitzer prize winner a brilliant piece of military history which proves up to the hilt the force of
winston churchill s statement that the first month of world war i was a drama never surpassed
newsweek selected by the modern library as one of the 100 best nonfiction books of all time in this
landmark account renowned historian barbara w tuchman re creates the first month of world war i
thirty days in the summer of 1914 that determined the course of the conflict the century and
ultimately our present world beginning with the funeral of edward vii tuchman traces each step that
led to the inevitable clash and inevitable it was with all sides plotting their war for a generation
dizzyingly comprehensive and spectacularly portrayed with her famous talent for evoking the
characters of the war s key players tuchman s magnum opus is a classic for the ages the proud tower
the pulitzer prize winning the guns of august and the zimmermann telegram comprise barbara w
tuchman s classic histories of the first world war era
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The Guns of August 2009-07-22
the focus of this volume is not on the consequences but rather on the connection between the great
war and the long 19th century the short and long term causes of world war i

An Improbable War? 2007
an introduction to the artillery poison gas guns tanks and u boats and torpedoes used in world war i

Weapons Of World War I 2004-01-01
a collection of primary and secondary documents that offers students scholars and war buffs an
extensive and easy to follow overview of world war i

The World War I Reader 2007
a comprehensive illustrated history of world war i its causes impact on global politics and economy
military and political strategies and the legacy it left behind

The Oxford Illustrated History of the First World War 2000
this book is the english translation of a book published in japanese in 2006 by kindaibungei sha
while many people read the japanese version when the publisher ran out of stock it was decided that
a second edition would not be printed recently aspara books selected this book to be published
digitally timed with this new release i am happy to publish an english language translation of the
book this book offers a perspective of war and peace through the eyes of one japanese youth mr kief
for whom the book is titled was the enemy just a few short months before he warmly befriends this
young japanese boy for readers of this book i hope this story can be a tool for people promoting
peace with the english translation it is my wish that this story will spread in the same way that the
song mentioned in it is sung around the world today from for the english edition i wrote this book
but it was my husband rihito kimura who recounted the stories he is also the co author of this book
through the experiences of this young boy i hope to convey the importance of peace from preface 誰も
が知る 幸せなら手をたたこう の歌詞を戦後14年フィリピンでの学生ワークキャンプで作った青年 戦争防止と平和運動の種を世界に撒き散らした半生を伴侶の夫人が語る珠玉の作品です
故 日野原重明さん 元聖路加国際病院理事長 が 2006年に出版された初版の帯に書かれた文章です この キーフさん が 新たな装いで蘇りました その英語版です 目次 prologue
chapter i patriotic boy the war begins chokugo the imperial rescript imada kaerazaru not yet
returned goshinei imperial portrait gyokusai an honorable death gakudou sokai student evacuation
empty stomachs air raids atomic bomb the defeat chapter ii basketball shoes going home blackening
out textbooks the story of the new constitution mr kief jeep anone px chapter iii the scar if you re
happy clap your hands search mission lubang island mr onoda in saigon an unexpected greeting or
hi stupid chapter iv never ending war unit preparing for biological warfare maruta wooden logs
demanding apology atomic bomb exhibition opposition movement an alternative atomic bomb
exhibition chapter v reunion hot looking for mr kief reunion epilogue pilot the anniversary of victory
day patriotism peace were the enemies really my enemy

Mr. Kief　ー A Boy’s Story in War and Peace ー 2019-06-07
four years into world war i millions of soldiers had died or been badly wounded and neither side
could gain a clear advantage in the bloody conflict in august 1918 one year after the united states
entered the war allied troops launched an attack near amiens france it was the first of many allied
offensives that would take place all along the western front during the next 100 days these small but
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significant attacks helped the allies gain the advantage and usher in the end of the war

The Hundred Days Offensive 2009
from the treaty of versailles to the 2018 centenary and beyond the history of the first world war has
been continually written and rewritten studied and contested producing a rich historiography
shaped by the social and cultural circumstances of its creation writing the great war provides a
groundbreaking survey of this vast body of work assembling contributions on a variety of national
and regional historiographies from some of the most prominent scholars in the field by analyzing
perceptions of the war in contexts ranging from nazi germany to india s struggle for independence
this is an illuminating collective study of the complex interplay of memory and history

Writing the Great War 2020-11-01
discusses the devastation of the war in europe and the cost in lives

World War I 2011-07
an overview of trench warfare during world war i

Trench Fighting Of World War I 2004-01-01
november 11 1918 the final hours pulsate with tension as every man in the trenches hopes to escape
the melancholy distinction of being the last to die in world war i the allied generals knew the
fighting would end precisely at 11 00 a m yet in the final hours they flung men against an already
beaten germany the result eleven thousand casualties suffered more than during the d day invasion
of normandy why allied commanders wanted to punish the enemy to the very last moment and
career officers saw a fast fading chance for glory and promotion joseph e persico puts the reader in
the trenches with the forgotten and the famous among the latter corporal adolf hitler captain harry
truman and colonels douglas macarthur and george patton mainly he follows ordinary soldiers lives
illuminating their fate as the end approaches persico sets the last day of the war in historic context
with a gripping reprise of all that led up to it from the 1914 assassination of the austrian archduke
franz ferdinand which ignited the war to the raw racism black doughboys endured except when
ordered to advance and die in the war s last hour persico recounts the war s bloody climax in a
cinematic style that evokes all quiet on the western front grand illusion and paths of glory the
pointless fighting on the last day of the war is the perfect metaphor for the four years that preceded
it years of senseless slaughter for hollow purposes this book is sure to become the definitive history
of the end of a conflict winston churchill called the hardest cruelest and least rewarded of all the
wars that have been fought

Eleventh Month, Eleventh Day, Eleventh Hour 2007-12-18
the contributors to the present volume approach world war i and world war ii as complex and
intertwined crossroads leading to the definition of the new european and world reality and deeply
pervading the making of the twentieth century these scholars belong to different yet complementary
areas of research history literature cinema art history they come from various national realities and
discuss questions related to italy britain germany poland spain at times introducing a comparison
between european and north american memories of the two world war experiences these scholars
are all guided by the same principle to encourage the establishment of an interdisciplinary and trans
national dialogue in order to work out new approaches capable of integrating and acknowledging
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different or even opposing ways to perceive and interpret the same historical phenomenon while
assessing the way the memories of the two world wars have been readjusted each time in relation to
the evolving international historical setting and through various mediators of memory cinema
literature art and monuments the various essays contribute to unveil a cultural panorama inhabited
by contrasting memories and by divided memories not to emphasise divisions but to acknowledge
the ethical need for a truly shared act of reconciliation

Memories and Representations of War 2009-01-01
using original documents from the u s army military history institute including extracts from letters
and diaries of serving soldiers as well as from official reports and papers this book recalls the
experiences of americans who fought in the first world war individual chapters cover different
periods from enlistment to victory in a chronological fashion the book also features topics such as
weaponry medical services and entertainment

American Voices of World War I 2014-01-27
a comprehensive history of how women of the united states served their country during the first
world war interweaving personal stories with historical photos and background this lively account
documents the history of the more than 40 000 women who served in relief and military duty during
world war i through personal interviews and excerpts from diaries letters and memoirs lettie gavin
relates poignant stories of women s wartime experiences and provides a unique perspective on their
progress in military service american women in world war i captures the spirit of these determined
patriots and their times for every reader and will be of special interest to military women s and
social historians gavin draws from the full range of possible sources for this excellent volume the
number of american women who served in world war i ran into the tens of thousands t hey overcame
sexism racism bureaucratic inertia shells gas the spanish influenza long hours short rations and poor
quarters to accomplish a prodigious amount of work highly recommendable booklist gavin has
assembled a comprehensive awe inspiring record of the indomitable spirit of women amidst shells
fire chemical warfare raw winter cold and all the gruesome realities of war women served over there
in ways which have been lost in representations of the great war register women in military service
to america gavin does an outstanding job of sparking a new interest in the contributions of women
during world war i this book is highly recommended for anyone interested in the history of that
conflict the journal of america s military past

American Women in World War I 2020-04-27
it was the war to end all wars one of the largest and deadliest conflicts in human history readers will
find out how america used its brave men and military technology to come out on top in world war i
readers will explore the world of military machines and the science behind the united states victories
against the germans full color photographs will show readers the artillery tanks and guns that
powered the american attack firsthand accounts from soldiers who developed and operated these
weapons will help readers understand how the development and application of technology can mean
the difference between winning and losing the biggest battles in history

Machines and Weaponry of World War I 2013-01-01
the history of the balkans incorporates all the major historical themes of the 20th century the rise of
nationalism communism and fascism state sponsored genocide and urban warfare focusing on the
centuries opening decades war in the balkans seeks to shed new light on the balkan wars through
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approaching each regional and ethnic conflict as a separate actor before placing them in a wider
context although top down great powers historiography is often used to describe the beginnings of
the world war i not enough attention has been paid to the events in the region in the years preceding
the archduke ferdinand s assassination the balkan wars saw the defeat of the ottoman empire the
end of the bulgarian kingdom then one of the most powerful military countries in the region an
unprecedented hardening of serbian nationalism the swallowing up of slovenes croats and slovaks in
a larger balkan entity and thus set in place the pattern of border realignments which would become
familiar for much of the twentieth century

War in the Balkans 2015-11-20
studies the causes social and economic impact and military strategies of world war i and profiles the
world leaders who played important roles in the war s outcome

The First World War 1999
this short history sheds light on the slaughter and expulsion of ethnic armenians during wwi with
stories of those who witnesses the terror firsthand twenty years before the start of hitler s holocaust
over 1 5 million armenians were murdered by the turkish state they were crammed into cattle trucks
and deported to camps shot and buried in mass graves or force marched to death it was described as
a crime against humanity and turkey was condemned by russia france great britain and the united
states but two decades later the genocide had been conveniently forgotten hitler justified his polish
death squads by asking in 1939 who after all is today speaking about the destruction of the
armenians in armenian genocide historian david charlwood presents a gripping short history of a
forgotten genocide with vivid eyewitness accounts this volume recalls the men and women who died
the few who survived and the diplomats who tried to intervene

Armenian Genocide 2019-09-30
in graphic novel format tells the stories of six men who fought for their countries during world war i
provided by publisher

True Stories of World War I 2012-07
world war i a war that lead to the deaths of 15 million people started with the assassination of
archduke ferdinand of austria on june 28th 1914 how did the assassination of one leader result in
armed conflict involving more than 20 countries from multiple continents the answer to this question
and much more in this book which combines primary source documents with other features to
provide an unbiased look at the events of world war i

Moments in History - Why Did World War I Happen? 2013
in the late summer of 1918 after four long years of senseless stagnant fighting the western front
erupted the bitter four month struggle that ensued known as the hundred days campaign saw some
of the bloodiest and most ferocious combat of the great war as the allies grimly worked to break the
stalemate in the west and end the conflict that had decimated europe in hundred days acclaimed
military historian nick lloyd leads readers into the endgame of world war i showing how the timely
arrival of american men and materiel as well as the bravery of french british and commonwealth
soldiers helped to turn the tide on the western front many of these battle hardened troops had
endured years of terror in the trenches clinging to their resolve through poison gas attacks and
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fruitless assaults across no man s land finally in july 1918 they and their american allies did the
impossible they returned movement to the western theater using surprise attacks innovative artillery
tactics and swarms of tanks and aircraft they pushed the germans out of their trenches and forced
them back to their final bastion the hindenburg line a formidable network of dugouts barbed wire
and pillboxes after a massive assault the allies broke through racing toward the rhine and forcing
kaiser wilhelm ii to sue for peace an epic tale ranging from the ravaged fields of flanders to the
revolutionary streets of berlin hundred days recalls the bravery and sacrifice that finally silenced the
guns of europe

Hundred Days 2014-01-28
world war i represents one of the most studied yet least understood systemic conflicts in modern
history at the time it was a major power war that was largely unexpected this book refines and
expands points made in the author s earlier work on the failure to prevent world war i it provides an
alternative viewpoint to the thesis of christopher clark fritz fischer paul kennedy among others as to
the war s long term origins by starting its analysis with the causes and consequences of the 1870 71
franco prussian war and the german annexation of alsace lorraine the study systematically explores
the key geostrategic political economic and socio cultural ideological disputes between france
germany austria hungary italy russia japan the united states and great britain the nature of their
foreign policy goals alliance formations arms rivalries as well as the dynamics of the diplomatic
process so as to better explain the deeper roots of the great war the book concludes with a
discussion of the war s relevance and the diplomatic failure to forge a possible anglo german french
alliance while pointing out how it took a second world war to realize victor hugo s nineteenth
century vision of a united states of europe a vision now being challenged by financial crisis and
russia s annexation of crimea

The Failure to Prevent World War I 2016-03-16
this unique boxed set provides the complete story of world war i through the eyes of the men
fighting for their countries

World War I 2013-10-01
more than one million indian soldiers were deployed during world war i serving in the indian army
as part of britain s imperial war effort these men fought in france and belgium egypt and east africa
and gallipoli palestine and mesopotamia in indian soldiers in world war i andrew t jarboe follows
these indian soldiers or sepoys across the battlefields examining the contested representations
british and indian audiences drew from the soldiers wartime experiences and the impacts these
representations had on the british empire s racial politics presenting overlooked or forgotten
connections jarboe argues that indian soldiers presence on battlefields across three continents
contributed decisively to the british empire s final victory in the war while the war and indian
soldiers involvement led to a hardening of the british empire s prewar racist ideologies and
governing policies the battlefield contributions of indian soldiers fueled indian national aspirations
and calls for racial equality when indian soldiers participated in the brutal suppression of anti
government demonstrations in india at war s end they set the stage for the eventual end of british
rule in south asia

Indian Soldiers in World War I 2021-07
poised to become a significant player in the new world order the united states truly came of age
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during and after world war i yet many americans think of the great war simply as a precursor to
world war ii americans including veterans hastened to put experiences and memories of the war
years behind them reflecting a general apathy about the war that had developed during the 1920s
and 1930s and never abated in remembering world war i in america kimberly j lamay licursi explores
the american public s collective memory and common perception of world war i by analyzing the
extent to which it was expressed through the production of cultural artifacts related to the war
through the analysis of four vectors of memory war histories memoirs fiction and film lamay licursi
shows that no consistent image or message about the war ever arose that resonated with a
significant segment of the american population not many war histories materialized war memoirs did
not capture the public s attention and war novels and films presented a fictional war that either bore
little resemblance to the doughboys experience or offered discordant views about what the war
meant in the end americans emerged from the interwar years with limited pockets of public memory
about the war that never found compromise in a dominant myth

Remembering World War I in America 2018-03
a moment of history first published in 1960 is nahum sabsay s dramatic account of his years as a
front line russian soldier fighting the germans and austrians especially memorable is his description
of the an informal truce where the russian and austrian troops separated by a no man s land sang
and danced together followed the next day by intense artillery barrages on each side the book also
depicts the fall of czarist russia and the fight against the communist red army choosing to flee this
chaos author sabsay would travel eastward across siberia arriving in the u s in 1918 he would go on
to study mining engineering at harvard and moved to california where he worked as a tool and die
maker while perfecting his english and writing sabsay died in 1965

A Moment of History A Russian Soldier in World War I
2020-02-25
one hundred years after the start of the great war world war i for kids provides an intriguing and
comprehensive look at this defining conflict that involved all of the world s superpowers why and
how did the war come about what was daily life like for soldiers in the trenches what roles did
zeppelins barbed wire and the passenger ship lusitania play in the war who were kaiser wilhelm the
red baron and edith cavell young history buffs will learn the answers these questions and many
others including why the western front bogged down into a long stalemate how the war ushered in
an era of rapid military technological and societal advances and how the united states entry helped
end the war far from a dry catalog of names dates and battles this richly illustrated book goes in
depth into such fascinating topics as turn of the 20th century weaponry and the important roles
animals played in the war and explains connections among events and how the war changed the
course of history hands on activities illuminate both the war and the times kids can make a
periscope teach a dog to carry messages make a parachute learn a popular world war i song cook
maconochie stew and much more

World War I for Kids 2014-04-01
explore the history of world war i from causes and effects to what made this period of history so
deadly
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World War I 1999-10-01
students of military history love to argue and john mosier gives them much to argue about from
armaments and tactics to strategy and politics he challenges conventional wisdom and forces a
rethinking of the war that inaugurated the modern era h w brands author of the first american and
tr the last romantic ther is much in this book i really admire not least its brilliant recasting of the
traditional military narrative niall ferguson author of the pity of war a compelling and novel
reassessment of world war i military history kirkus reviews packed with evidence much of it
ingeniously obtained and argued washington post

Horror of World War I 2017-11-02
our part in the great war by arthur gleason investigates the role america played in the first world
war through visits to europe and exclusive access to diaries and archives gleason was able to do
thorough research on the topic of the conflict that rocked the entire world divided into three parts
the book discusses the americans who enlisted those who remained neutral during the conflict and
the germans who affected the war

The Myth of the Great War 2011-03-29
new york times bestseller drawing on exhaustive research this intimate account details how world
war i reduced europe s mightiest empires to rubble killed twenty million people and cracked the
foundations of our modern world thundering magnificent a world undone is a book of true greatness
that prompts moments of sheer joy and pleasure it will earn generations of admirers the washington
times on a summer day in 1914 a nineteen year old serbian nationalist gunned down archduke franz
ferdinand in sarajevo while the world slumbered monumental forces were shaken in less than a
month a combination of ambition deceit fear jealousy missed opportunities and miscalculation sent
austro hungarian troops marching into serbia german troops streaming toward paris and a vast
russian army into war with england as its ally as crowds cheered their armies on no one could guess
what lay ahead in the first world war four long years of slaughter physical and moral exhaustion and
the near collapse of a civilization that until 1914 had dominated the globe praise for a world undone
meyer s sketches of the british cabinet the russian empire the aging austro hungarian empire are
lifelike and plausible his account of the tragic folly of gallipoli is masterful a world undone has an
instructive value that can scarcely be measured los angeles times an original and very readable
account of one of the most significant and often misunderstood events of the last century steve gillon
resident historian the history channel

Our Part in the Great War 2019-12-20
this title looks at world war i from the assassination in sarajevo and the fighting in the trenches to
the surrender and the terms imposed on a humiliated germany that led directly to world war ii

A World Undone 2007-05-29
world war i directly and indirectly caused events and social and political trends which defined the
history of the world for the rest of the century including the russian revolution and the rise of
communism to the great crash of 1929 which lead to the great depression and the rise of hitler and
nazi germany it marked a turning point in world history as the end of the historical era of european
dominance and the ushering in of a period which accelerated demands for freedom and autonomy in
colonial settings india played a significant role in the war and in the allied victory on the battlefield
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this book explores india s involvement in the great war and the way the war impacted upon the
country from a variety of different viewpoints including case studies focusing on key individuals who
played vital roles in the war the long and short term impacts of the war on different locations in
india are also explored in the chapters which offer an analysis of the importance of the war on india
while commemorating the sacrifices which were made a new innovative and multidisciplinary
examination of india and world war i this book presents a select number of case studies showing the
intimate relationship of the global war and its social political and economic impacts on the indian
subcontinent it will be of interest to academics in the field of war studies colonial and imperial
history and south asian and modern indian history

World War I 2001-05-01
explore the history of world war i from causes and effects to what made this period of history so
deadly

India and World War I 2018-02-02

The Horror of World War I 2017-11-02
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